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Galois Theory for Beginners
John Stillwell

Galois theory is rightlyregarded as the peak of undergraduatealgebra,and the
modern algebrasyllabusis designed to lead to its summit,usuallytaken to be the
unsolvabilityof the general quintic equation. I fully agree with this goal, but I
would like to point out that most of the equipmentsupplied-in particularnormal
extensions, irreduciblepolynomials,splittingfields and a lot of group theory-is
unnecessary.The biggest encumbranceis the so-called "fundamentaltheorem of
Galois theory." This theorem, interesting though it is, has little to do with
polynomialequations.It relates the subfieldstructureof a normalextensionto the
subgroupstructureof its group, and can be proved without use of polynomials
(see, e.g., the appendixto Tignol [6]). Conversely,one can prove the unsolvability
of polynomialequationswithoutknowingaboutnormalityof field extensionsor the
Galois correspondencebetween subfieldsand subgroups.
The aim of this paper is to prove the unsolvabilityby radicalsof the quintic(in
fact of the general nth degree equationfor n ? 5) usingjust the fundamentalsof
groups, rings and fields from a standardfirst course in algebra.The main fact it
will be necessaryto know is that if 4 is a homomorphismof group G onto group
G' then H is the kernel of a
G' then G' G/ker 4, and conversely,if G/H
homomorphismof G onto G'. The concept of Galois group, which guides the
whole proof, will be defined when it comes up. With this background,a proof of
unsolvabilityby radicalscan be constructedfromjust three basic ideas, which will
be explainedmore fully below:
1. Fields containingn indeterminatescan be "symmetrized".
2. The Galois group of a radicalextensionis solvable.
3. The symmetricgroup Sn is not solvable.
When one considersthe numberof mathematicianswho have workedon Galois
theory,it is not possible to believe this proof is reallynew. In fact, all proofs seem
to contain steps similarto the three just listed. Nevertheless,most of the standard
approachhad to be strippedawaybefore the present proof became visible. I read
the books of Edwards [2], Tignol [6], Artin [1], Kaplansky[3], MacLane and
Birkhoff [5] and Lang [4], taught a course in Galois theory, and then discarded
90% of what I had learned.
I wish to thankmy students,particularlyMarkKisin,for helpful suggestionsand
discussionswhich led to the writingof this paper. I am also gratefulto the referee
for several improvements.
THE GENERAL EQUATION OF DEGREE n. The goal of classical algebra was to

expressthe roots of the general nth degree equation
(*)
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in terms of the coefficients a0,...,
a.
3x,
and radicals ,T.
+-,
general quadraticequation

-1,

using a finite number of operations
For example, the roots X1lX2 of the

X2 + a x + aO =O

are expressedby the formula
-a, ? Val - 4ao
2

Formulasfor the roots of general cubic and quartic equations are also known,
using cube roots as well as squareroots. We say that these equationsare solvable
by radicals.
The set of elements obtainable from ao, .. ., an_ by +, -X , + is the field
G(ao,..., and). If we denote the roots of (*) by xl, .. ., xn, so that
...

(X - X)

(X - Xn)

= Xn + an-

+ *

xn-1

+alx

+ ao

are polynomialfunctions of xl,..., xn called the elementary

then a0,..., an1

symmetricfunctions:
ao = (-1)

X1X2 ...

(X1 + X2

-* an-1

Xnl

+

Xn)

The goal of solution by radicals is then to extend 0(a0,...,
an 1) by adjoining
radicalsuntil a field containingthe roots x1, .. ., xn is obtained.For example,the
roots xl, x2 of the quadratic equation lie in the extension of Q(ao,a,) =
Q(x1x2, x1 + x2) by the radical
4a0

=

(x

+x 2)2

-

4x1X2

=

- X2)

V(Xl

=

?(X1

- X2)

In this case we get Q(x1, x2) itself as the radicalextension Q(ao, a,, Val - 4ao0),
though in other cases a radicalextensionof 0(a0, ... , an-d) containingx1, ..., xn
is largerthan G(xl,..., xn). In particular,the solution of the cubic equationgives
a radicalextensionof Q(ao, a,, a2) which includesimaginarycube roots of unity as
well as X11 X2, X3.
In general, adjoiningan element a to a field F means formingthe closure of
F u {a} under +, -, x,
(by a non-zero element), i.e., taking the intersection of
all fields containing F U {a}. The adjunctionis called radical if some positive
integer power am of a equals an element f E F, in which case a may be
representedby the radicalexpression F. The result F(a1)(a2) . .. (ak) Ofsuccessive adjunctionsis denoted by F(a1,..., ak) and if each adjunctionis radicalwe
say F(a1,.. .,

ak)

is a radical extension of F.

It is clear from these definitionsthat a radicalextension E of Q(ao,..., an-1)
containing x1, .. ., xn is also a radical extension of 0(x1, . . ., xn), since
aO,... , an1 E Q(x1,.**, xv). Thus we also have to study radical extensions of
Q(x1, ..., xn). The most importantpropertyof G(x1,..., xn) is that it is symmetric
with respect to x1,..., xn, in the sense that any permutation a Of x1, ..., xn
extends to a bijection oa of Gl(xl, ..., xn) defined by
f aXoa a

.f o .

Xn)

= fM(rX

veo,

sX s b

o

o

for each rational function f of xI,. ..., Xn. Moreover,this bijection ar obviously
1994]
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satisfies
o(f +g)=
o(fg)

of +o-g,
= of -fg,

and hence is an automorphismof Q(xl,..., xn).
A radical extension E of G(x1, . . ., xn) is not necessarilysymmetricin this
sense. For example,Q(x1, ..., xn, jx7) containsa squareroot of xl, but not of x2,
hence there is no automorphismexchangingx1 and x2. However,we can restore
symmetryby adjoining/X,...,
V/x as well. The obvious generalizationof this
idea gives a way to "symmetrize"any radicalextension E of ((xl, ..., xn):
Theorem 1. For each radical extension E of Q(x1, ..., xn) there is a radical

extensionE D E withautomorphismso- extendingall permutationsof x11 ....

S Xn.

Proof: For each adjoinedelement, representedby radicalexpressione(x1, .. ., xn),
and each permutationff of x1, .. ., xn, adjointhe element e(x1, ... , oxn). Since
there are only finitely many permutationso, the resultingfield E D E is also a
radicalextensionof ((x1,.. I., xn).
This gives a bijection (also called a) of E sending each f(x1,. .., xn) E E (a
rationalfunctionof x1, ..., xn and the adjoinedradicals)to f(fx1,.. ., oxn), and
this bijectionis obviouslyan automorphismof E, extendingthe permutationa. U
The reason for wanting an automorphismoa extending each permutationof
x1, .. ., xn is that ao, . . ., an-1 are fixed by such permutations,and hence so is
every element of the field Q(ao,..., an_d4 If E D F are any fields, the automorphisms oa of E fixing all elements of F form what is called the Galoisgroupof E
overF, Gal(E/F). This concept alerts us to the followingcorollaryof Theorem 1:
Corollary. If E is a radical extension of Q(ao, . ., an -1) containing x ,...., xn then
there is a further radical extension E D E such that Gal(E/Q(a0, .. ., an -)) includes automorphisms o- extending all permutations of X11 ... I Xn.

Proof: This is immediatefrom Theorem 1 and the fact that a radicalextensionof
Q(ao, ... , an-1) containingxl, .. ., xn is also a radicalextensionof Q(x1, .. ., xn).
THE STRUCTUREOF RADICALEXTENSIONS.So far we know that a solution
by radicalsof the general nth degree equation (*) entails a radical extension of
(a . . . , ana-) containing xl, . .., xn, and hence a radical extension E with the
symmetrydescribed in the corollary above. This opens a route to prove nonexistenceof such a solution by learningenough about Gal(E/Q(a0,. .., an-)) to
show that such symmetryis lacking,at least for n ? 5. In the present section we
shall show that the Galois group Gal(F(a1... ., ak)/F) of any radical extension
has a special structure, called solvability, inherited from the structure of
F(al,...

., ak). Then in the next section we shall show that this structure is indeed

incompatiblewith the symmetrydescribedin the corollary.To simplifythe derivation of this structure,we shall show that certain assumptionsabout the adjunction
of radicalsai can be made without loss of generality.
First,we can assumethat each radicalai adjoinedis a pth root for some prime
p. E.g., instead of adjoiningVa we can adjoinfirst va = ,3, then . Second, if a1
24
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is a pth root we can assume that F(a1, . .. , ai) contains no pth roots of unity not
in F(a1, ... , ai1) unless ai itself is a pth root of unity. If this is not the case
initially we simply adjoin a pth root of unity ; # 1 to F(a1,.. ., ai-1) before
adjoining ai (in which case F(a1,..., ai-1, ) contains all the pth roots of unity:
With both these modificationsthe final field F(al,...,
1, ,; 2,...
P-l).
ak) is

the same, and it remainsthe same if the newlyadjoinedroots ; are includedin the
list a1, .. ., ak. Hence we have:
Any radical extension F(a1, . . ., a k) is the union of an ascending tower of fields

F = Fo c F, c ... c Fk = F(al, ... ,ak)
where each Fi = Fi-1(ai), ai is the pi-th root of an element in Fi1, pi, is prime, and
Fi contains no pi-th roots of unity not in Fi- 1 unless ai is itself a pi-th root of unity.

Correspondingto this tower of fields we have a descendingtower of groups
Gal(Fk/FO) = G

**
G, D
Gal(Fk/Fi-1(ai))

where Gi = Gal(FkFi)=

Gk = Gal(Fk/Fk)

=

{1}

and 1 denotes the identity automor-

phism.The containmentsare immediatefrom the definitionof Gal(E/B), for any
fields E D B, as the groupof automorphismsof E fixingeach element of B. As B
increases to E, Gal(E/B) must decrease to {1} The importantpoint is that the
step from Gi -1 to its subgroupGi, reflectingthe adjunctionof the pi-th root q to
F, is "small"enough to be describablein group-theoreticterms: Gi is a normal
subgroup of Gi-1, and Gi 1/Gi is abelian, as we shall now show.

To simplifynotation furtherwe set
E = Fk, B = FiJ1, a = ai, P =pi,

so the theoremwe want is:
Theorem 2. If E D B(a) D B are fields with agPE B for some prime p, and if B(a)
contains no pth roots of unity not in B unless a itself is a pth root of unity, then
is
Gal(E/B(a)) is a normal subgroup of Gal(E/B) and Gal(E/B)/Gal(E/B(a))
abelian.

Proof: By the homomorphismtheorem for groups,it suffices to find a homomorphism of Gal(E/B), with kernel Gal(E/B(a)), into an abelian group (i.e., onto a
subgroupof an abelian group,which of course is also abelian).The obvious map
with kernel Gal(E/B(a)) is restrictionto B(a), IB(a), since by definition
oaE Gal(E/B(a))

|IB(a)

is the identitymap.

The homomorphismproperty,
aIUIB(a) = ffUIB(a)OB(a)

for all o', oaE Gal(E/B),

is automaticprovided oIB(a)(b) E B(a) for each b E B(a), i.e. provided B(a) is
closed under each oaE Gal(E/B).
Since oa fixes B, oTIB(a) is completelydeterminedby the value o(a). If a is a
pth root of unity then
(f(a))P

hence o(a)

1994]

=

=

=

a(aP)

= a(;P)

= o(1)

= 1,

a' E B(a), since each pth root of unity is some Vi. If a is not a
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root of unity then
= o(aP)

(f(a))'

= aP

since

aP e B,

hence o(a) = Via for some pth root of unity ;, and ; E B by hypothesis,so again
o(a) E B(a). Thus B(a) is closed as required.
This also implies that IB(a) maps Gal(E/B) into Gal(B(a)/B), so it now
remainsto check that Gal(B(a)/B) is abelian. If a is a root of unity then, as we
have just seen, each oIB(a) E Gal(B(a)/B) is of the form o-i, where oi(a) = ai,
hence
= oi(ai)

uiuj(a)

= a'j

=

-jfi(a).

Likewise,if a is not a root of unitythen each oIB(a) E Gal(B(a)/B) is of the form
ai where oi(a) = Via, hence
oiuj(a)

=

=

fi((ia)

"ia = oj,i(a)

since ; E B and therefore ; is fixed. Hence in either case Gal(B(a)/B) is abelian.
.

The property of Gal(F(a1,..., ak)/F) implied by this theorem, that it has
subgroups Gal(F(a1, ..., ak)/F) = Go G, D ...*
Gk = {1}with each Gi norak)/F).
mal in Gi1 and Gi l/Gi abelian, is called solvability of Gal(F(al,...,
.

NON-EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS BY RADICALS VHEN n ? 5. As we have

said, this amountsto provingthat a radicalextensionof Q(a0,...,. an - ) does not
contain x, .. ., xn or, equivalently,Q((x1,. . ., xn). We have now reduced this
problemto provingthat the symmetryof the hypotheticalextension E containing
x1, . . ., xn, givenby the corollaryto Theorem1, is incompatiblewith the solvability
of Gal(E/ Q(a0, . . ., an 1)), givenby Theorem2. Our proof looks only at the effect
of the hypotheticalautomorphismsof E on x1,..., xn, and hence it is reallyabout
the symmetricgroupSn of all permutationsof x, ..., xn. In fact, we are adaptinga
standardproof that Sn is not a solvablegroup,givenby Milgramin his appendixto
Artin [1].
Theorem 3. A radical extension of Q(a0,
when n > 5.

..

.,

an-,)

does not contain Q(x1,...,

xn)

Proof: Suppose on the contrarythat E is a radical extension of 0(a0, . . ., an-1)
which contains Q(x1, .. ., xn). Then E is also a radicalextensionof (x1,. . ., xn)
and by the corollaryto Theorem 1 there is a radical extension E D E such that
an-j) includes automorphismsoa extendingall permutaGo = Gal(E/Q(a0,...,
tions

of xl,...,

xn.

By Theorem2, Go has a decomposition
.

Go2G,D

DGk={l}

where each Gi,1 is a normal subgroupof Gi and Gi1/Gi is abelian. We now
show that this is contraryto the existence of the automorphismsa.
Since Gil1/Gi is abelian,Gi is the kernel of a homomorphismof Gi-1 onto an
abelian group, and therefore
E=-E
Gi_

.

ar-1

E- Gi.

We use this fact to prove by induction on i that, if n > 5, each Gi contains
automorphismsoa extending all 3-cycles (xa, Xb, xd). This is true for Go by
26
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hypothesis,and when n 2 5 the propertypersistsfrom Gi-1 to Gi because
(Xa,

Xb, Xc)

= (Xd,

Xa,Xc)

(Xc,Xe,

Xb)

(Xd,

Xa, XJ)(Xc,

Xe, Xb)

where a, b, c, d, e are distinct. Thus if there are at least five indeterminatesxj,
there are or in each Gi which extend arbitrary3-cycles(Xa, Xb, xc), and this means
in particularthat Gk - (1). This contradictionshows that Q(x1,. .., xn) is not
2
containedin any radicalextensionof 0(a0, ... , an-1) when n 2 5.
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PICTURE PUZZLE

(from the collectionof Paul Halmos)

This famous topologist was usually
considered more scary than scared.
(see page 86.)
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